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Abstract
This paper studies the interplay between worker supply and firm demand, and
their effect on sorting and wages in the labor market. I build a model of one-to-many
matching with multidimensional types in which several workers are employed by a single firm. Matching is dictated by worker preferences, their relative productivity in the
firm, and substitution patterns with other workers. Using tools from the optimal transport literature, I solve the model and structurally estimate it on Portuguese matched
employer-employee data. The Portuguese labor market is characterized by an increase
in the relative supply of high school graduates, an increasingly unbalanced distribution
of high school graduates versus non-graduates across industries, and a decreasing high
school wage premium between 1987 and 2017. Counterfactual exercises suggest that
both changes in worker preferences and the increasing relative productivity of high
school graduates over non-graduates act as a mitigating force on the decreasing high
school wage premium, but do not fully compensate for high school graduates’ rise in
relative supply.
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Introduction

Between the 1970s and today, many economies both in the developed and developing world
have experienced an increase in their educated labor supply. As a result, the ratio of educated
workers (whether high school or college-educated) to uneducated workers present on labor
markets has risen. The shift in labor supply’s education level has induced broad changes on
labor markets, both in terms of workers’ allocation to firms and wage structure. Specifically,
firms in sectors where the need for educated workers is high profit from an increase in educated labor supply and hire a larger number of workers. But if demand for educated labor
remains constant, the increase in the relative supply of educated workers pressures their own
wage downwards. However worker-firm allocation and wage structure are also impacted by
changes on the demand side, as sectors’ demand for education evolves. This paper seeks to
address the lack of a theoretical framework to understand these changes and proposes a novel
model of matching on the labor market in which a single firm matches with several workers.
The model is structurally estimated on Portuguese matched employer-employee data. In
doing so, I am able to quantify the impact of supply and demand changes on worker-firm
allocation and wage structure.
The mechanisms driving matching between workers and firms and the resulting wage
distribution are two-sided. On the one hand employed workers with various education and
experience interact within the firm to produce an output, whose level depends on a production function that is particular to each firm’s sector. Given their production function, firms
seek to hire a workforce, which is a mix of workers with different characteristics, to maximize
their profit. On the other hand, workers have preferences for the tasks performed on the job,
which vary from one sector to another. Worker preferences impact which sector they are
willing to work in. Given distributions of education and experience in the worker population
and sectorial composition among firms, firm production requirements and worker preferences
result in a given level of sorting and wage gaps. Sorting is the result of worker-firm allocation:
it is the ratio of educated to non-educated workers in each sector. Wage gaps summarize the
wage distribution: they are the ratio of educated workers’ to non-educated workers’ average
wage.
To capture these mechanisms, I build a static one-to-many matching model with transferable utility. Workers and firms differ with respect to their observed characteristics, which
are summarized by a multidimensional type, as well as a stochastic shock that accounts
for unobserved heterogeneity. A single firm matches with several workers, who constitute a
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bundle that forms its workforce. The surplus created by the match depends on the firms’
observable characteristics as well as the workforce. The utility is transferable under the form
of wages paid by the firm to the workers in its workforce. Firms seek to maximize total
profit, which is additive in the difference of production and total wage bill, plus random
shocks. Workers maximize their utility, which is additive in amenities, wage, and a random
shock. Amenities embody workers’ inner preference for a given type of firm. At equilibrium,
wages clear the market and each agent matches with their best option given wages. The
model can generate a rich distribution of wages that depend both on workers’ and firm’s
observable characteristics, as well as on the employed workforce. It also predicts equilibrium
matching, which is the joint distribution of firms and workforces. Using both matching and
wages, I can separately identify firm production from workers’ amenities.
The framework offers more flexibility in estimation than classic supply and demand models developed in Katz and Murphy (1992) and Card and Lemieux (2001): it identifies worker
preferences in addition to firm production, as well as varying production parameters over
time. This is because by explicitly modeling firms’ and workers’ match choices, I can use
both observed matching and observed wages, which brings more power to identification. The
model is fitted to the data by assuming parametric forms for firm production and workers’
amenities. I classify workers into two education levels, high school graduates and nongraduates, and three age groups, young, middle-aged, and senior. Firms are differentiated
by their sector of activity. Following the literature, I choose a nested Constant Elasticity of
Substitution (CES) function for production, with productivity parameters for each education
level that vary between sectors. I assume worker preferences for firms depend on a worker’s
age, education level, and firm sector. Equipped with model predictions for matching and
wages, I structurally estimate the model on matched employer-employee data. I estimate the
model by maximum likelihood on the joint distribution of matching and wages, separately
every three years.
The model developed in this paper is related both to one-to-many assignment problems
studied in mechanism design (Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002), Vohra (2011)), and to oneto-one matching models used in family economics (Choo and Siow (2006)). This paper
bridges the gap between these two literatures: it extends one-sided assignments to two-sided
matching, and generalizes one-to-one matching to one-to-many. Additionally, I extend the
econometric framework of Choo and Siow (2006) and Galichon and Salanie (2020) to oneto-many matching.
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I use the novel theoretical framework developed to study the Portuguese labor market
between 1987 and 2017. I highlight three facts on the Portuguese labor market: first, the
country operates a vast education expansion over the period, which translates in a dramatic
increase in the relative supply of high school graduates to non-graduates on the labor market. Second, the high school wage premium decreases over the period. The high school
wage premium is defined as the wage gap between workers who graduated from high school,
and those who did not. The decrease in wage premium is particularly stark among young
workers. Third, I measure worker-firm sorting, which is defined as the relative number of
high school graduates over non-graduates in an age group employed in a given sector. The
distribution of high school graduates versus non-graduates across industry sectors becomes
highly unbalanced, in favor of services, and transports and communications, who employ
an increasing share of high school graduates. The former two facts imply relative supply of
high school graduates over non-graduates has grown faster than firms’ relative demand for
high school graduates over non-graduates. The latter suggests that sorting between workers
and firms has evolved over the period: either because firms in services and transport and
communications demand an increasing share of high school graduates, or because high school
graduates’ preference for these firms strengthens.
Portugal is a particularly relevant example of rapid supply and demand changes on the
labor market: it entered the European Union in 1986, which fuelled its economy’s transition
from being dominated by manufacturing (50% of the labor force employed in 1987), to services (30% of the labor force employed in 2017). Meanwhile, only 10% of its employed labor
force held a high school degree in 1987, a percentage that has risen to 50% in 2017. As a
point of comparison, the percentage of high school graduates in the US workforce has gone
from 75% to 90% over the same period1 . The proportional increase of high school graduates
in Portugal is more extensive and starts from a much lower share of high school graduates
on the labor market than in the US. In this respect, it is closer to the change in university
graduates on the US labor market (from 20% to 35% over the same period). Graduating
from high school has become much more common in Portugal over the last thirty years,
but it is only in 2007 that high school graduates start representing the majority of young
workers between 25 and 30. In 2017, 32% of the young workers between 25 and 30 still do
not hold a high school degree. Meanwhile, university graduates in Portugal represented less
than 3% of the employed labor force in 1987, and about 19% in 2017. Because the share
of university graduates remains small for most of the period (it only reaches 10% in 2005),
and because graduating from high school is still quite uncommon over most of the period I
1

Percentages computed over workers aged more than 25, Census data
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study, I consider a high school degree to be a differentiating signal in skill on the Portuguese
labor market, much as a college degree is on the US labor market.
I find that relative demand for high school graduates from firms in the Services, Manufacturing, and Transport & Communications sectors has increased dramatically over the
period, starting in the early 2010s. This finding is in line with the skill-biased technological
change hypothesis. I also find that young and middle-aged high school graduates’ preference for these industries has declined over time, while their share in production increases
compared to senior workers. Compared to the classic supply and demand framework, these
observations offer two additional mechanisms whereby high school wages gaps stay positive
when a large number of high school educated workers enter the labor market. First, a decrease in workers’ amenities pressures wages upwards. Second, variation in young graduates’
share in production compared to more senior high school graduates increases firm demands
for the former compared to the latter. I perform several counterfactual exercises to assess
the separate actions of changes in workers demographics (both in education and age distribution), firm sector composition, firm demand through production parameters, and worker
preferences, on sorting and wage premium. I find that changes in demographics are the
main positive drivers of changes in sorting. Changes in industry composition, firm demand,
and worker preferences overall have a negative, but modest, effect on sorting. Wage premia
by age group and industry are negatively affected by changes in worker demography and
industry composition and positively affected by changes in firms’ demand. These suggest
changes in relative productivity in favor of high school graduates have driven the high school
wage premium up, but cannot compensate for the large increase in the relative supply of
graduates versus non-graduates.
Related literature. The theoretical tools developed in this paper belong to the matching
literature started by Becker (1973). My model is a one-to-many extension to the seminal
work of Choo and Siow (2006) in the one-to-one case. As in Dupuy and Galichon (2017)
and Galichon and Salanie (2020), it explicitly borrows tools from the optimal transport
literature to introduce unobserved heterogeneity in the form of random utility and relies on
Gretsky et al. (1992) to show equilibrium existence. This paper is also close to the hedonic
model literature (Ekeland et al. (2004), Heckman et al. (2010)). A discussion of the links
between hedonic models, matching with transferable utility, and optimal transport can be
found in Chiappori et al. (2010). My work is also related to the seminal paper by Kelso
and Crawford (1982), and more recent work by Che et al. (2019) on one-to-many matching
with non-transferable utility and Azevedo and Hatfield (2018) on one-to-many matching
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with transferable utility. They both show existence of equilibrium for a large class of firm
preferences, under a large market assumption, which I also use in this paper. I take one-tomany matching models a step further by taking my own model to the data by introducing
random shocks that account for unobservables and estimating it. The mechanism design
literature has also explored many-to-one assignment problems in a one-sided framework
with work by Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002) and Vohra (2011).
This framework differs from the Sattinger model (Sattinger (1979), Sattinger (1993))
that assumes no unobserved heterogeneity and rests on the the firm’s production function’s
supermodularity to find the optimal assignment of workers to firms. Fox (2009) discusses non
parametric identification of production functions in matching games and Fox et al. (2018)
show that unobserved heterogeneity distribution can be recovered in matching games in
which unmatched agents are observed and agents match on many separate markets. Because
static random utility models (including mine) do not follow agents over time, they do not
identify the unobserved heterogeneity distribution in the fashion of Abowd et al. (1999),
Bonhomme et al. (2019), Bonhomme (2021) and instead focus on match formation based on
observable surplus.
The model I develop features sorting between multidimensional types and as such is also
related to Choné and Kramarz (2021), Lindenlaub (2017) and Postel-Vinay and Lise (2015).
However, it is only remotely related to the search literature to which the latter paper belongs,
as it focuses on relative supply and demand instead of search frictions. While the search
literature often relies on Nash bargaining mechanisms, as in Shimer and Smith (2000) and
Cahuc et al. (2006), the present model uses wage posting, as the competitive equilibrium in
the model rests on wages that clear the labor market. Also related to this model and its
application is the Roy model developed by Hsieh et al. (2019) to quantify the productivity
gains of weakening discrimination barriers to women’s and black men’s entry on the labor
market in the US. There exists a large and extensive literature on the education wage premium, mostly focused on the college wage premium in the US. Seminal work by Katz and
Murphy (1992) shows that the increasing supply of college graduates in the 1970s and 1980s
is absorbed on the US labor market by an increased demand for these workers from firms.
Card and Lemieux (2001) carry out a similar analysis that further differentiates workers
by age, and show that young college graduates are the first to benefit from the slowdown
in education attainment in the 1980s. Goldin and Katz (2008) and Autor et al. (2020),
among others, relate changes in the US wage structure to the race between education and
technology, by which skill biased technological change favors college graduates. Skill-biased
technological change (SBTC) origins in the development of new technologies, in particular
computers (Autor et al. (1998), Autor et al. (2003)). However, if the SBTC hypothesis has
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proven a powerful explanation for the quick increase in graduate wage premium of the 1970s
and 1980s, it is less clear if it can rationalize the subsequent slow down of both graduate wage
premium and graduate supply in the 1990s, when the use of computers became prevalent
(Card and DiNardo (2002)). The recent stagnation of the college wage premium in the US
is also documented in a number of papers, and several explanations have been put forward:
Beaudry et al. (2015) argue that the demand for cognitive skills has decreased since the
early 2000s, pushing graduate workers down the job ladder. Valletta (2016) also emphasizes
the role of job market polarization, i.e. the shift away from middle-skilled occupations, on
college graduates’ wages (as opposed to postgraduates). On the contrary, Blair and Deming
(2020) examine job vacancy data and find that demand for skills has increased since the
Great Recession. They explain the stagnating graduate wage premium by an increase in
the supply of new graduates after 2008. They are backed by Hershbein and Kahn (2018)
who show that the Great Recession has accelerated skill-biased technological change. In
Portugal, changes in the wage structure are documented by Cardoso (2004), Centeno and
Novo (2014) Almeida et al. (2017). To the best of my knowledge, I am the first to analyze
the implications of worker and firm sorting on the education wage premium.
Outline. Section 2 describes the one-to-many matching model. Section 3 describes the evolution of the Portuguese high school wage premium between 1987 and 2017. Section 4 discusses the model’s identification and estimation on Portuguese matched employer-employee
data, and section 5 presents estimation results. Section ?? compares the results with the
simple model of Card and Lemieux (2001). Section 6 concludes.

2

Model

Recent administrative matched employer-employee datasets hold much more information
than workers’ characteristics and wage. They also inform on firms’ characteristics and on
matching, i.e. the joint distribution of workers and firms. Besides matching, the data also
provides transfers between agents in the form of wage. Relying on this type of dataset enables
to build a rich supply and demand framework to understand the race between education
and technology. I build a one-to-many matching model where a single firm matches with
several workers, who interact within the firm to produce output. Workers are compensated
through wage, and hold specific preferences for different types of firms. Workers may also be
unemployed. Firms maximize their profit, given their production function that is specific to
their type and market clearing wage. Both worker and firm types are observed, and possibly
multidimensional. The model is an extension of Choo and Siow (2006) to a one-to-many
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framework, and existence of equilibrium rests on a large market assumption, as in Azevedo
and Hatfield (2018) and Galichon and Salanie (2020). I model unobserved heterogeneity in
the form of additive random utility. The social planner problem rewrites as a regularized
optimal transport problem (Galichon (2016)), and I am therefore able to derive closed-form
solutions for predicted matching and wage.

2.1

Setup

The labor market is two-sided, with workers and firms on each side. There is a continuum of
workers i ∈ I. Each worker has a type x ∈ X . Types are discrete and possibly multidimensional. There is a mass nx of workers of type x, and a finite number of types: #X = X. On
the other side of the market, there is a large number of firms j ∈ J. Each firm has a type
y ∈ Y. As for workers, firm types are also discrete and possibly multidimensional. There is
a mass my of firms of type y, and a finite number of types: #Y = Y .
Each firm matches with a non-negative number of workers of each type, while each worker
matches with a single firm. Let kx be the number of type x workers a firm is matched with.
The model is scaled by factor F , meaning that (n, m) and (F n, F m) are observationally
equivalent. Hence the actual number of type x workers on the market is F nx . Therefore kx
must be comprised between 0 (a firm cannot hire a negative number of workers), and F nx .
Vector k represents the workforce employed by the firm. It is akin to a bundle of workers of
each type:
k = (k1 , . . . , kX ) ∈ [0, F n1 ] × [0, F nX ].
Type x worker’s utility for being employed at type y firm within workforce k is uxyk . It
is additive in a level of amenity α that depends both on worker and firm type, as well as
workforce, and in wage w paid by the firm to the worker. Wage wxyk is also allowed to
depend on worker type, firm type and workforce.
uxyk = αxyk + wxyk .
Every worker also has the option to remain unemployed and obtain ux0 = 0.
Similarly, the firm profit is additive in production γ and minus total wage bill paid to its
workforce.
X
X
vyk = γyk −
kx wxyk .
x=1
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Both amenity αxyk and γxyk are functions of x, y, k and take their value in R. The total
surplus from a match between a firm and a workforce is the sum of workers’ utilities and
firm’s profit
X
X
Φyk =
kx αxyk + γyk
(1)
x=1

where wages have canceled out because they are modelled as perfectly transferable utility.
Some characteristics of firm and workers which play a role in match formation are unobserved, and therefore are not accounted for in x or y. There exists a large literature that
deals with unobserved heterogeneity, and I build on a large subset (Choo and Siow (2006),
Dupuy and Galichon (2014)) that uses additive random shocks to model it. I further assume
a logit framework for the model by restraining the distribution of shocks to belong to the
extreme value class, although as shown in Galichon and Salanie (2020) in the one-to-one
case, identification is possible with a general class of distributions.
Worker i experiences stochastic shock (iyk )y,k in addition to their systematic utility:
uxi yk + ξiyk .
Similarly firm j experiences stochastic shock (ηjk )k in addition to its systematic production:
vyj k + ξηjk .
where ξ is a scaling factor for unobserved heterogeneity. I impose the following independence conditions on stochastic shocks.
Assumption 1. Stochastic shocks satisfy the following:
(i) For each pair of two workers i and i0 , iyk and i0 yk are mutually independent and
identically distributed.
(ii) For each pair of two firms j and j 0 , ηjk and ηj 0 k are mutually independent and identically
distributed.
(iii) For a worker i and a firm j, iyk and ηjk are mutually independent.
(iv) iyk is independent of αxi yk , ηjk is independent of γyk .
(v) (iyk )y,k and (ηjk )k are distributed as extreme value 1 (Gumbel distribution)
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A market is characterized by exogenous distributions of worker and firm types (nx )x∈X
and (my )y∈Y , as well as amenity functions (αxy )x∈X ,y∈Y , production functions (γy )y∈Y , and
a draw of stochastic shocks  and η. In the next subsection, I describe workers and firms
choices and the resulting competitive equilibrium.

2.2

Competitive Equilibrium

Next I define workers and firms expected utility and profit from choosing their best employer
and/or workforce, given wages.
Definition 1. Type x worker’s expected indirect utility Gx as a function of u and type y
firm’s expected indirect utility Hy as a function of v are




Gx (ux ) = E max {uxyk + ξyk , ξ0 }

and

y,k

h
i
Hy (vy ) = E max {vyk + ξηk } .
k

Under assumption 1, expected utilities rewrite in closed form.
Proposition 1. Under assumption 1, expected indirect utilities write
Gx (ux ) = ξ log 1 +

XX
y

where

P

k

=

P

k1

...

k


exp

uxyk
ξ

!
and

Hy (vy ) = ξ log

X
k


exp

vyk
ξ



P

kX

Proof. In Appendix C.
The equilibrium on a market is found when supply from workers meets demand from
firms. Supply and demand are defined as follows:
x
x
Definition 2. Type x worker’s supply is a vector (Syk
)yk,0 where Syk
is the mass of type
x
x workers willing to match with type y firm and workforce k and S0 is the mass of type x
workers willing to remain unmatched.

Type y firm’s demand is a vector (Dky )k where Dky is the mass of type y firms willing to
match with workforce k.
I model unemployment through S0x , which is determined at equilibrium. I assume no
counterpart on the firm side: all firms must be matched to a given workforce.
Assumption on stochastic shocks lets us express supply from worker and demand from
firms in logit form.
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Proposition 2. Under assumption (1), the mass of type x workers willing to supply type y
firms in workforce k is
exp (uxyk )
x
P
Syk
= nx
(2)
1 + y,k exp (uxyk )
The mass of type y firms who demand workforce k is
exp (vyk )
Dky = my P
k exp (vyk )

(3)

Proof. In Appendix C.
Note that supply S and demand D both depend on wage schedule w = (wxyk )x,y,k . Because both workers and firms care not only about the other side’s type, but also about the
workforce they work with both in the systematic and stochastic parts of their utility or
profit, wages also depend on workforce k. Therefore, two type x workers employed in two
firms of same type y but who hire different workforce k and k 0 do not receive the same wage,
as wxyk 6= wxyk0 in general. The model is able to generate heterogeneity in wage depending
on firm size and workforce composition.
In the context of one-to-many matching, supply S and demand D are measured in different
‘units’: if a firm can match with several workers types, workers can only match with one
firm type. Excess demand Z defined below gives the equivalence between worker and firm
units.
Definition 3. Given types x, y and workforce mass k, excess demand is defined as
x
Zxyk (w) = kx Dky − Syk
.

A competitive equilibrium is reached on the market when supply and demand are feasible,
matching is incentive compatible, and excess demand is zero. The first two conditions are
automatically filled as a byproduct of the definition of supply and demand: in proposition 2,
workers and firms choose their optimal option. As a result, matching is incentive compatible,
and supply and demand are feasible:
X

x
Syk
+ S0x = nx

and

X

Dky = my

y,k

Definition 4. An equilibrium outcome (S, D, w) satisfies ∀x, y, k: Zxyk (w) = 0
The existence a competitive equilibrium rests on the fact that there are large numbers of
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agents on the market. To show existence, I follow a proof technique introduced in the continuum assignment problem by Gretsky et al. (1992), and already used for one-to-one matching
markets by Galichon and Salanie (2020). The reasoning is also very close to Azevedo and
Hatfield (2018)’s proof for competitive equilibrium existence in a large economy on a market
of buyers and sellers with a finite set of possible trades. Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002)
explore a similar assignment problem but do not assume large markets and work without
heterogeneous shocks.
I prove existence of equilibrium in two steps. First, I show that the competitive equilibrium reframes as an optimization problem on total welfare. Second, I show that this problem
is the dual of the social planner problem, who maximizes total surplus under feasibility conditions. The social planner problem maximizes a continuous and strictly concave function
over a compact space. As such, a unique solution exists.
Theorem 1. Equilibrium payoffs obtain as solutions to the following problem:
inf

X

u,v

s.t

nx Gx (ux ) +

X

my Hy (vy )

y

x

X

(4)

kx uxyk + vyk = Φyk

∀k, y

x

Proof. In Appendix C
Theorem 2. Equilibrium matching µyk = Dky =
solution to the social planner problem:
max

XX

s.t

XX

µ,S0

y

x
Syk
2
kx

∀x and equilibrium S0x obtain as

Φyk µyk + ξE(µ, n, m)

k

y

kx µyk + S0x = nx

k

X

µyk = my

k

where E(µ, n, m) is equal to
E(µ, n, m) = −

X

nx

X X kx µyk

x

−

X
y

2

Equality µyk =

x
Syk
kx

y

my

k

X µyk
k

my

nx
log

log

kx µyk X S0x
Sx
−
nx
log 0
nx
nx
nx
x

µyk
my

x
is only defined when kx > 0. If kx = 0, supply Syk
is not defined
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(5)

The solution to (5) exists and is unique.
Proof. In Appendix C.
Theorem 2 shows that equilibrium matching can be obtained by solving a penalized social planner problem, where the objective function is the difference between total expected
surplus and an entropy term due to unobserved heterogeneity. It is reminiscent of the discrete regularized optimal transport problem (Galichon (2016)). However it differs from the
usual transport problem in two important ways: first workers are allowed to remain unP P
matched through S0x , and second, the first marginal condition y k kx µyk + S0x = nx is not
a condition on the marginal distribution of k, which is endogeneous, but on the marginal
distribution of worker types.
Solving for problem (2) yields the following expressions for equilibrium matching µ, unemployment S0x and wages w.
Proposition 3. Equilibrium matching solves
P
kx Ux − Vy + ξ x kx log nkxx + ξ log my
P
log µyk =
ξ(1 + x kx )
−Ux + log nx
log S0x =
ξ
Φyk −

P

x

(6)

Equilibrium wages write
γyk − αxyk + Ux − Vy + ξ log my − ξ log nkxx
P
=
ξ(1 + x kx )


P
nx0 kx
0
0
0
k
(α
−
α
)
−
(U
−
U
)
+
ξ
log
x yk
xyk
x
x
x0 6=x x
nx kx0
P
+
ξ(1 + x kx )

wxyk

(7)

Where Ux , Vy solve

P










P
kx
kx Ux −Vy +ξ x kx log( n
+ξ log my
)
x
P
+
y,k kx exp
ξ(1+ x kx )


P
P
kx
P
Φyk − x kx Ux −Vy +ξ x kx log( n
)+ξ log my
x
P
exp
= my
k
ξ(1+ x kx )
Φyk −

P

x

exp



−Ux +ξ log nx
ξ



= nx
(8)

Proof. In Appendix C
In practise, equilibrium µ, S0x and w are computed by solving for equations (8) using
the Sinkhorn algorithm, also called IPFP, that has been developed in the optimal transport
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literature (among others). In the one-to-many case, Ux and Vy can be solved for by coordinate
update in the same spirit as Sinkhorn.

2.3

Links with search and matching models in the literaure

The model I develop is akin to Choo and Siow (2006)’s in a one-to-many instead of a oneto-one setting. One can view the space of workforces, instead of workers, as a side of the
market, with firms on the other side. It is particularly striking that just like in Choo and
Siow (2006), both equilibrium matching and wage are weighted by the number of individuals
P
in the match 1 + x kx . In this representation, the model almost reduces to the one-to-one
framework, but for the specific shape of marginal conditions in (8), that links the matching
over workforces and firms back to the number of workers of each type. Another difference
with Choo and Siow (2006), Dupuy and Galichon (2017) and other frameworks that use the
IPFP algorithm in their framework is that expected indirect surpluses U and V cannot be
explicitly expressed through equations (8) because the size of every match is endogenous.
I observe transfers as wages and can leverage them to split total match surplus between
workers and firms, in the spirit of Dupuy and Galichon (2017)
The model also features wage posting. In the decentralized equilibrium, firms choose
among workforces and associated wages given their draw of random shock η, while workers
choose among firm types, workforces and wages given their draw of . A salient feature of
the model is that it generates wage dispersion for a given worker and firm type, based on
the workforce hired by the firm. All other things equal, wage is increasing in the number
of workers hired by the firm. This is reminiscent of search models such as Burdett and
Mortensen (1998), although the model presented here is not a search model.
Finally, my model is closer to Katz and Murphy (1992) and Card and Lemieux (2001)
than it may appear at first sight. To see this, consider two workforces k and k 0 , where
kx0 = kx , expect for kx̄0 = kx̄ + t, i.e. there is t more worker of type x̄ hired in workforce k 0 .
Then firm production and type x̄ worker’s wage satisfy:
!

!
γyk − γyk0 =

1+

X

kx wx̄yk −

x

1+

X

kx0 wx̄yk0 .

x

At the limit, when t tends to zero (if the extra worker works very few hours for instance), we
obtain the same intuition as with the representative firm that the marginal change in wage
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is equal to the marginal change in production (divided by the number of agents):
∂γyk
=
∂kx

!
1+

X
x

kx̄

∂wx̄yk
.
∂kx̄

Hence any change in workers’ x̄ is proportional to their marginal productivity, although
its impact is mitigated by total number of workers hired by the firm.

3

Empirical Evidence

3.1

Data Description

The Quadros de Pessoal dataset offers an exhaustive snapshot of the Portuguese labor market every year from 1987 to 2017. It covers all employees in the private sector (except
domestic workers), and provides information on their age and highest degree obtained, as
well as their monthly wage and hours worked. To compute the high school wage premium
by age, I part the worker population into two groups: those who did not graduate from
high school, and those who did. I also categorize workers into three age groups: young
workers (from 16 to 35 years old), middle aged workers (from 36 to 50 years old), and senior
workers (from 51 to 68 years old). I only consider full time employees, that is, workers that
are neither part time workers (approximately 10% of the observations) nor self-employed,
in unpaid family care, or in other forms of employment (less than 1% of the observations).
I compute real hourly wage as the ratio of monthly wage over monthly hours, controlling
for inflation and clean out the lowest 1% and highest 99% hourly wage percentiles. Firms
belong to either five sectors, or industries: primary industries (agriculture, mining, energy,
construction), manufacturing, retail and hospitality, services, transport and communications.
To account for unemployment, I use public yearly unemployment figures by education
level and age group provided by INE3 . Information on unemployment is missing between
1987 and 1991, hence I assume the unemployment rate in these years is the same as in 1992.
I compute the number of unemployed workers each year by education level and age group by
combining unemployment rates and the number of observed employed workers in Quadros
de Pessoal. In what follows, active worker refers to workers either employed or unemployed.
3

Found on their website
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3.2

Empirical facts

The Portuguese labor market is characterized by three facts between 1987 and 1997. The
first is the dramatic increase in the number of high school educated workers, compared to
the number of workers who did not go to high school. The second is the decrease in high
school wage premium, i.e. the wage gap between high school graduates and non graduates.
The third is the change in sorting between education level on the worker side, and industry
on the firm side: sorting intensity between high school graduates and specific industries rises
over the period. Each of these three facts are detailed below.
Fact 1 : Education supply. Supply of high school graduates relative to non-graduates
rises dramatically over the period, as evidenced by Figure 1. Relative supply is measured
as the ratio of number of high school graduates over number of active school graduates by
age group in each year. Because high school enrolment grows every year, young workers are
more impacted by this growth, and their relative supply goes from .12 to 1.79 on Figure 1,
meaning high school graduates have grown to be about eight times less numerous to almost
twice as numerous as non-graduates between 1987 and 2017.
Figure 1: High school graduates versus non graduates relative supply, by age group

Fact 2 : Wage premia by age group. The second fact that characterizes the Portuguese labor market is the decrease in high school wage premium. To compute high school
wage premium by age group, I estimate the following equation by OLS:
log wijt =

X

1[HS graduatei ] βai t + gi + rjt + djt + uijt

ai ∈{y,m,s}
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(9)

where each individual i working in firm j at time t earns wage wijt . ai is individual i’s
age group: either y, m or s. 1[HS graduatei ] equals 1 if i graduated from high school, and 0
otherwise. gi , rjt and djt are gender, region and industry fixed effects. βat is the yearly high
school wage premium, differentiated by age group: it measures how much more in percentage
a high school graduate earns compared to a non high school graduate. I allow fixed effects
to vary over time, I estimate (9) separately every year.
Figure 2 shows the change in estimated high school wage premium over time for each age
group, along with 95% confidence intervals. The high school wage premium differs between
age groups: the wage gap is much higher (between 60% and 80% over the period) for senior
workers than for younger workers (between 40% and 20%). Figure 2 also shows that the wage
premium decreases for all age groups between 1987 and 2017. The extent of the decrease
is different depending on age however: senior workers lose only about 17 percentage points
(p.p) in high school wage premium over the period, while young workers lose almost 50p.p
and middle ages workers lose slightly less than 30p.p.
Figure 2: Estimated high school graduate wage premium by age group

Wage levels differ by gender, with men earning more on average than women in all education levels and age groups (see Figures 9 and 10 Appendix B). Yet, both men and women
experience the trend described in Figure 2: the high school wage premium decreases for both
genders, more strikingly for young men and women.
Unlike most of the literature, Fact 2 focuses on the high school wage premium, rather
than the college wage premium. This choice stems from the particular set up of Portugal:
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on the Portuguese labor market, a high school degree is a defining factor in a workers career,
because it is less common than in other developed economies. For instance in 2017, 32% of
young workers still do not hold a high school degree. However, it is important to note that
the university wage premium, defined as the wage gap between university graduates and non
graduates, follows a similar trend to the high school wage premium, as shown in Appendix
B, Figure 11.
Fact 3 : Sorting between education levels and sector. Sorting between education
level and industry is measured by age group as the ratio of the number of employed high
school graduates to employed non-graduates in a sector. Sorting is stronger between high
school graduates and sector A than sector B, if this ratio is larger in sector A than in sector
B. Plotting sorting ratios by sector over time reveals stark differences by industry, as shown
in figure 3. Most notably, the Services and Transport and Communications industries hire
young high school graduates over non-graduates at a higher rate than the change in overall
relative supply. As shown in fact 1, relative supply goes from .11 to 1.79 over the period, while
the sorting ratio in these industries reaches 3.22 and 4.34 in 2017. Services and transports
and communications also hire proportionally more middle-aged workers, with a ratio of 1.61
and 1.39 in 2017, compared to a relative supply ratio of .82.
Figure 3: High school - Sector sorting, by age group

Summary. The relative supply of high school graduates over non graduates rises for
all age groups, and in particular among young workers. Meanwhile, the high school wage
premium decreases in Portugal between 1987 and 2017. Its decline is particularly strong for
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young workers, between 16 and 34 years old. The rise in relative supply is not absorbed
equally by all sectors: Services and Transports and Communications hire proportionally
more young and middle-aged high school graduates than other sectors. This is indicative of
strong sorting between these workers and the Services and Transports and Communications
industry.
Portugal is unique in that it has known a dramatic education expansion, going from
10% of high school graduates in the labor force in 1987 to about 50% in 2017. It has also
known deep changes in how workers sort with firms based on education level, age group,
and the firm sector, as evidenced in Fact 2. As such, it is an ideal laboratory to understand
how sorting between workers and firms drives the high school wage premium over time.
Changes in sorting can be caused either by an increase in relative productivity of high school
graduates in some industries, a change in preferences of young high graduates, or changes
in substitution patterns among education levels or age groups. Meanwhile, the increase in
relative supply of high school graduates likely drives the wage premium down. In the next
section, I parametrize the model presented in section 2 to untangle the effect of changes in
relative supply from changes in firm production and worker preferences, and evaluate their
impact on sorting and wage.

4

Identification and Estimation

The model’s predictions on matching (6) and wage (7) allow to separately identify amenity
and productivity functions (αxy )xy and (γy )y . This would not be true if we observed only
matching, as α and γ appear together in the matching prediction, and only total surplus can
be identified from this equation. If only wages were observed, the same problem arises and
only the difference between firm production and worker amenities is identified. In this case
one must assume that amenities are zero in order to identify production.
In any given period t, I aim at parametrically estimate αt and γ t . All amenity and production parameters are allowed to vary with time, and in what follows I drop the superscript
t to ease the exposition. I assume N = 6 worker types that are the combination of two
education levels, and three age groups. The education levels are high school graduates H
and non graduates L, and the age groups are young y (below 35), middle-aged m (between
35 and 54), and senior s (above 55). Let e(x), a(x) be type x’s education level and age
group. Firm workforce k is composed of the numbers of each worker type employed
k = (kH,y , kH,m , kH,s , kL,y , kL,m , kL,s ) .
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Employed number of worker kx is directly observed in the data and defined as total number
of hours worked monthly by workers of type x hired by the firm, divided by 174, the monthly
hours equivalent of a 40 hours week. Hence each kx counts the full-time equivalent of the
number of type x workers employed by the firm. This measure is not necessarily an integer, as
part-time workers would count as fractions of the full-time equivalent. Type y firm produces
according to a nested Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production function with
different parameters depending on its type y:
i σ
h
X
σ−1 σ−1
σ−1
νy
y
−
1[kx >0]
γy (k) = (θH
H(k)) σ + (θLy L(k)) σ
nx
x
where aggregates H(t) and L(t) are:

H(k) = 

X

τ H −1



τH 
λa,H kH,a

τH
τ H −1


and

a∈{y,m,s}

L(k) = 

X

τ L −1



τL 
λa,L kL,a

τL
τ L −1

.

a∈{y,m,s}

y
Production γ y ’s outer nest involves three parameters: σ, θH
, θLy and two aggregate inputs
H(k) and L(k). σ ∈ (0, ∞) is the elasticity of substitution between education levels, it is
greater than one if high school graduates and non graduates are gross substitutes, and smaller
y
than one if they are gross complements. σ is assumed to be the same across firm types. θH
,
y
θL ∈ [0, ∞) are graduates and non graduate’s productivity parameters. Both parameters
may vary by firm type y. In addition to their CES production function, firms experience
y
friction nν x if they employ workers of type x. The rationale is that if there are few workers
of type x, then it is costly for the firm to find and hire them. ν y measures this cost by sector y.

Aggregate labor inputs H(k) and L(k) form the production function’s inner nest. They
y,t
each depend on four parameters: three age productivity parameters each: λy,t
a,H and λa,L ∈
[0, ∞) and one elasticity of substitution between age levels each: τ H and τ L ∈ (0, ∞). Elasticities vary by education level but are the same across firm types, while age productivity
vary with firm type y.
The production function is close to the one used by Katz and Murphy (1992), and Card
and Lemieux (2001): it assumes imperfect substitution and varying productivity in the
tasks performed by different education levels and age categories. Capital is not included as
an input, but may impact productivity parameters through firm type: if two firm types use
y
different levels of capital in relation to education levels, it is reflected in the levels of θH
and θLy . Unbiased technological change that increases all workers productivity results in an
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y
increase in both θH
and θLy . Technological change may be biased towards an education level
if its productivity increases faster than the other’s. This production function also allows
more flexibility than Card and Lemieux (2001) by letting elasticities of substitution and age
productivity vary in time.

Production assumes constant returns to scale. Note that it is homogeneous of degree one,
and therefore two functions parametrized with θ and λ or c × θ and λc are equivalent. To
distinguish between these versions, I impose normalization condition:
X

λya,H =

a

X

λya,L = 1 ∀y

(10)

a

I assume worker amenities are constant in k:
αxyk = βxy

(11)

βxy reflects type x worker preferences for type y firms over other firm types. In particular I
assume workers are indifferent to workforce size.
Given these functional forms, I am looking to estimate in every period t parameters


y
λya,L a , (θH
)y , (θLy )y , (βxy )x,y , τH , τL and σ. To this aim I use a maximum likelihood
method, which I describe in what follows.
λya,H a ,

The model predicts matching µyk as a joint distribution on firms and workforces, which
can be compared to observed matching µ̃yk , which is simply the number of firms matched
with workforces k in the data. Let also S̃0x be the number of unemployed worker of type x.
Let w̃ij be the observed wage of worker i employed by firm j. Observed wage w̃ij is assumed
to be a noisy measure of predicted wage wxi yj kj where kj is the entire workforce employed
at firm j. In other words:
w̃ij = wxi yj kj + νij where υij ∼ N (0, s2 ) iid

(12)

Where υij is a centered measurement error of variance s2 . Under assumption (12), observed average wage W̃xyk for type x workers hired by firm y in workforce k is distributed
as
!
s2
1 X
wxi yj kj ∼ N 0,
iid
(13)
W̃xyk =
K̃xyk i:xi =x
K̃xyk
j:yj =y
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where K̃xyk is the total number of type x workers hired by firm y in workforce k in the
data: K̃xyk = kx µ̃yk . Because there is a very large number of observed wages in the data (as
many as there are workers), I choose to work with observed average wages by worker type,
firm type and workforce in the likelihood estimation. This reduces the likelihood function
complexity but does not limit estimation: the model parameters as well as variance s2 can
still be recovered from log likelihood maximization.
Let µyk (Γ, β, n, m) and wxyk (Γ, β, n, m) be the matching and wage predicted by the model,
y
given parameters Γ = ((θH
)y , (θLy )y , (λH,a )a , (λL,a )a , τH , τL , σ), β, and worker and firm type
distributions n = (nx )x , m = (my )y . The log likelihood of observing pair (x, y, k, W̃ ) is then
kx µ̃yk log µyk (Γ, β, n, m)
(W̃xyk − wxyk (Γ, β, n, m))2 1
− log
−K̃xyk
2s2
2

s2
K̃xyk

!

Meanwhile, the log likelihood of observing an unemployed worker of type x is
S̃0x log S0x (Γ, β, n, m, s2 )
The log likelihood method therefore solves
max l(Γ, β, n, m, s2 )
X
XX
S̃0x log S0x (Γ, β, n, m, s2 )
kx µ̃yk log µyk (Γ, β, n, m, s2 ) +
= max2
Γ,β,s2

Γ,β,s

−

x

XX
x

x

y,k

y,k

K̃xyk

(W̃xyk − wxyk (Γ, β, n, m, s2 ))2 1
− log
2s2
2

s2
K̃xyk

(14)

!

I run log likelihood estimation on ten separate three year periods between 1987 and 20174 .
Years in each period are pooled. In each period, I observe number of workers and firms (ñx )x
and (m̃y )y directly in the data. I normalize without loss of generality the total mass of firms
P
in each period to 1, so that scaling factor F is y m̃y , and input nx = ñFx and my = m̃Fy to
likelihood estimation.
I solve numerically for problem (14) using a nested method: in the inner loop, µ(θ, λ, τ, σ, β),
4

Periods are 1987-1989, 1991-1993, 1994-1996, 1997-1999, 2000-2003, 2004-2006, 2007-2009, 2010-2012,
2013-2015, 2016-2017. Since data for years 1990 and 2001 are missing, the last time period spans only two
years.
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S0x (θ, λ, τ, σ, β) and wxyk (θ, λ, τ, σ, β) are computed according to (6) and (7). Scaling factor ξ
is set to 1. In the outer loop, I update (θ, λ, τ, σ, β) using Adam, a gradient descent method
with momentum (Goodfellow et al. (2016), Kingma and Ba (2017)). Variance s2 is obtained
in the outer loop through first order condition:
s2 =


2
1 XX
K̃xyk W̃xyk − wxyk (Γ, β, n, m)
W x y,k

More details on estimation can be found in appendix D.

5

Results

5.1

Parameters estimates

y
Estimates for high school graduates and non-graduates productivities θH
and θLy by industry
y are presented in figure 4. Estimates shows education productivity are heterogeneous by
industries, and have evolved in non-linearly: high school graduates prodv knows an impressive surge starting in 2010, especially in the Transport & Communications, Manufacturing
and Services industries. Non-graduates productivity drops for all industries between 2010
and 2013. As a result, high school graduates’ productivity relative to non-graduates surges
at the end of the period.

Figure 4: Estimated education productivities

Figure 5 shows the evolution of age productivities λH,a and λL,a by age group and over
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time. Because λH,a and λL,a sum to one over age groups in any given year, they can be
interpreted as shares of each age group in total labor input by high school graduates and non
graduates. Estimates λL,a are fairly stable over the period up until 2010-2013, with middleaged workers making up most of the labor input for non high school graduates. Their share
in labor input increases to an even higher level (about 75%) in 2010-2013. Estimates λH,y
and λH,m increase steadily until the early 2000s, but high school graduates senior workers
input remains the most productive of the three at the end of the period.
Figure 5: Estimated age productivities

Figure 6 presents the change in worker preferences for firms βxy in euros per hours worked.
All education levels and age groups hold high preferences for Retail & Hospitality over
the period, and low preference for Transport & Communications. High school graduates’
preference for Services increases over the period, while their preference for Manufacturing
decreases.
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Figure 6: Estimated worker preferences

Finally, figure 7 presents estimated elasticities of substitution between education level
σ, and age groups τH and τL . τL , the elasticity of substitution between non graduates age
groups is generally very high, suggesting age groups are perfect substitutes. σ is between
1.68 in 1987-1989 and increases monotonically to 37.67 in 2016-2017. τH is between 2.68 in
1987-1989 and 26.50 in 2016-2017.

Figure 7: Estimated elasticities of substitution

These findings make sense with regards to my estimation method, which unlike most of
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the literature does not postulate a representative firm by industry, but instead estimates
elasticities of substitution at the firm level. Because I account for all firms in the economy
and fit the matching distribution, if a large share of firms employs workers of a single education level, either below or above high school, it would be unsurprising to obtain a estimate
for σ that suggests that education levels are perfect substitutes (i.e. a very large σ). The
same reasoning is valid for substitution between age groups. Scanning the sample for such
patterns reveals that a majority of firms employ workers of a single education level: they
amount to 78.5% of firms in 1987 and 63.1% in 2017, as well as a single age group: firms who
employ a single high school graduates age group amount to 72.8% of firms who employ high
school graduates at all in 1987 and 58.2% in 2017. For non graduates, the proportion is between 44.0% in 1987 and 52.0% in 2017. Perfect substitutability of worker types is consistent
with the view that the production function at the individual firm level is linear in labor inputs, which is an assumption that had been made in the literature (Hellerstein et al. (1999)).
Discussion. Takeaways from the structural estimates presented in this section are threefold. First, high school graduates productivity has surged over the period. This observation
is strongly consistent with a hypothesis of skill-biased technological change, i.e. an increase in
worker productivity that favors educated workers, rather than with the competing HecksherOhlin trade hypothesis, which predicts an strengthening of firms’ demand for uneducated
workers. Second, young and middle-aged high school graduates’s share in productivity has
increased over the period, which suggests the decreasing high school wage premium for these
age groups cannot be explained through an increased demand for experience. Third, workers
hold heterogeneous preferences towards sectors. Amenities perceived in the Transport &
Communications and Services sector are below zero for most of the period, which puts an
upward pressure on wage in these sectors.
These observations must be interpreted in the light of the institutional changes that have
occurred in Portugal over the period: the Portuguese labor market is characterized by a
steadily (if slowly) increasing minimum wage: in nominal terms, hourly minimum wage is
2.05 euros in 1999 and reaches 3.73 euros in 2017. Most Portuguese workers are also covered
by collective bargaining agreements. Finally, it is costly for a firm to fire a worker, because of
generous severance packages. Between 2011 and 2014, Portugal has implemented a number
of reforms on its labor market: minimum wage was frozen (until the end of 2014), the scope
of collective bargaining restricted and terminating workers made less costly. These reforms
coincide with a break of trend in the estimated education productivities, and may impact
them in two ways. First, the freeze in minimum wage may be partly responsible for the
fact that high school non-graduates productivities stop increasing after 2010: because the
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minimum wage is binding for a large number of non-graduates, its freeze must reverberate
on non-graduates’ productivity, since the model predicts it increases wage. However, the
minimum wage freeze on its own cannot account for the estimated drop in non-graduates
productivity, nor the surge in graduates productivity. Both of these appear to be driven by
matching, as the number of firms which employ only high school graduates increases rapidly
between 2007 and 2013. In light of the institutional changes that have taken place over
these five years, changes in matching have been made easier by lowering workers’ severance
package and reducing the scope of collective bargaining. Hence an interpretation for the
surge in graduates productivity is an overdue increase in firm demand that was kept low
before 2010-2013 not because of a low productivity, but because of stringent labor market
institutions.

5.2

Model Predictions

Table 1 compares the slopes of observed and predicted sorting over time. Slopes are obtained
by fitting a time trend to the log of relative education supply in each age group and industry.
They can be interpreted as average increase in sorting strength (measured as change in
relative supply within an industry) over the period: for instance relative supply increases by
on average 127.4% every period in the 16-34 age groups and the primary industries. Model
predictions fit the manage to fit the changes in the data quite well, especially for the 16-34
and 35-54 age groups.
Table 1: Sorting average yearly percentage growth - Observed versus Predicted

Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services
Overall

Data
1.274
1.478
1.16
1.391
1.03
0.279

16-34
Prediction
1.037
1.881
1.274
1.993
1.565
0.25

Data
0.976
1.222
1.315
1.748
1.05
0.226

35-54
Prediction
0.876
1.774
1.262
2.248
1.273
0.233

Data
1.178
0.928
0.933
1.454
0.625
0.181

55-68
Prediction
0.838
1.341
0.909
1.947
0.728
0.253

Figure 8 compares observed and predicted average wage by education level and age group
over time. Model predictions match the slope of average wages for almost all education levels
and age groups, except for senior high school graduates. Average wage for this worker type
is over-estimated by the model. This is likely due to the importance of collective bargaining
in Portugal, which presumably tightens the wage distribution and is not accounted for by
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the model.
Figure 8: Average wage by education level and age group - Observed versus Predicted

5.3

Counterfactuals

There are four categories of inputs that determine optimal matching and wage and that
change over time: the number of workers of each type, the number of firms in each sector,
production function parameters and worker preferences parameters. The first two are observed directly in the data and the last two are estimated. In the counterfactuals exercises
that follow, I vary each one of the four inputs, holding all other three fixed between 19871989 and 2016-2017. The first counterfactual keeps the shares of each sector, production
parameters and worker preferences constant to their 1987-1989 levels but lets the worker
demography, both in terms of age group and education level, vary as it has in the data between 1987-1989 and 2016-2017. The second counterfactuals holds production parameters,
worker preferences and worker demography fixed but lets sector shares vary. The third and
fourth counterfactuals vary only production parameters and worker preferences, respectively.
The two object of interests are education-sector sorting and high school wage premium.
The model makes predictions on both of these through equilibrium µ and w. Sorting between
education and sector is defined as the ratio of high school graduates over non-graduates
employed in a sector y, for a given age group a in a given period t:
P
kH,a µyk (Γt , β t , nt , mt )
r(Γ , β , n , m ) = Pk
t
t
t
t
k kL,a µyk (Γ , β , n , m )
t

t

t

t
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where µ is the predicted matching. Therefore the change in sorting between two periods
t and s is
ry,a (Γs , β s , ns , ms )
s,t
∆ry,a
=
ry,a (Γt , β t , nt , mt )
Let t=1987-1989 and s=2016-2017. Then the counterfactual change from labor supply is
LB
∆ry,a

ry,a (Γt , β t , ns , mt )
=
ry,a (Γt , β t , nt , mt )

where ry,a (Γt , β t , ns , mt ) is the counterfactual sorting if only labor supply n evolves to its
2016-2017 level, while all other factors Γ, β and m stay at their 1987-1989 levels.
Similarly, define wage premium for age group a in a given period t:
P
kH,a µyk (Γt , β t , nt , mt )w{H,a}yk (Γt , β t , nt , mt )
−1
ω(Γ , β , n , m ) = Pk
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
k kL,a µyk (Γ , β , n , m )w{L,a}yk (Γ , β , n , m )
t

t

t

t

so that counterfactual change in wage premium from labor supply is
LB
∆ωy,a
=

ωy,a (Γt , β t , ns , mt )
ωy,a (Γt , β t , nt , mt )

The next tables 2 and 9 show the predicted changes in sorting and wage premium along
with the four counterfactual scenarios. Note that because of non-linearities, the sum of
changes in all four counterfactuals does not sum to the predicted change.
Table 2 shows changes in relative employment and the increasing presence of high school
graduates in the Manufacturing, Services and Transport & Communications sectors are
mainly driven by labor supply: the rise in educated workers’ share mechanically increases
their employment share in each industry. The counterfactual increase in sorting is uniform
across industries however, while predicted sorting is not. An important driver of the heterogeneous increase in industries appear to be the evolution of production parameters and
worker preferences: production parameters have a particularly strong positive impact on
sorting in Manufacturing and Transport & Communications sectors, while worker preferences drive sorting in Transport & Communications and Services to lower levels than other
sectors.
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Table 2: Changes in Sorting - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
3.73
22.88
8.94
43.33
14.59

Labor
supply
9.4
8.01
8.51
7.04
6.4

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
0.87
0.87
0.77
1.01
1.19
0.76
0.92
0.74
0.85
0.9
4.12
0.55
0.79
0.73
0.61

Interpretation: Predicted relative employment of high school graduates to non-graduates
is multiplied by 3.73 between 1987 and 2017 in Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.

Table 9 shows how different scenarios’ impact on changes in wage premium. The predicted
change in wage premium is a decline in all age groups, especially among young workers. Yet
each factor expect the change in industry composition has a heterogeneous effect on wage
premium depending on age group. Labor demographics drive young and middle-aged workers wage premium down, as the supply the increase in high school graduates between 16 and
54 makes them less expensive to hire. Surprisingly, the same is not true of senior high school
graduates: their supply increase, but so does the supply of senior non-graduates, especially
relative to younger non-graduates, so that the change in senior worker wage premium is
actually positively impacted by labor demographics. The evolution of production parameters has a positive effect on young workers’ wage premium, but a negative effect on other
age groups, likely because age productivity of middle-aged non-graduates increases and age
productivity of senior graduates decreases over the period. Finally workers preferences have
a strong, positive impact on all age groups wage premia. Appendix E shows the details of
this impact by industry. For young and middle-aged workers, it appears to be mainly driven
by the high school wage premium in the Retail & Hospitality and Services sectors.
Table 3: Changes in Wage Premium - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Age group
16-34
35-54
55-68

1987-2017
change
-0.28
-0.18
-0.01

Labor
supply
-1.09
-0.85
6.66

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
-0.7
0.19
3.67
-0.72
-0.28
2.23
-2.14
-1.31
1.07

Interpretation: the predicted wage premium for the 16-34 age group has fallen
by 28% between 1987 and 2017
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6

Conclusion

This paper studies wage inequality in Portugal between 1987 and 2017, and seeks to explain
the decreasing high school wage premium over the period. The decrease in high school wage
premium is particularly stark among young workers, and it is accompanied by a rapidly
rising employment share of young educated workers in specific sectors such as Transport
& Communications and Services. Over the period, Portugal has experienced a surge in
its supply of high school educated workers, as well as sweeping changes in its industry
composition, as Services have replaced Manufacturing as the first employer in the country.
The increase in educated workers’ employment share in the aforementioned sectors suggests
a productivity boost in these sectors consistent with skill-biased technological change, but
the decreasing high school wage premium observed could also be consistent with a HecksherOhlin theory, whereby less educated workers see their wage rise as they start being more
demanded when Portugal joins the European Union;
To jointly explain changes in sorting between workers and firms, and the decreasing wage
premium on the Portuguese labor market, I build a static model of one-to-many matching
with transferable utility. Using predictions for both wages and joint distribution of firms and
workforces, I am able to separately estimate worker preferences for firms and parameters for
firms’ nested CES production functions. Estimates show high school graduates productivity
has increased in all sectors, consistent with a theory of skill-biased technological change.
Counterfactuals suggest changes in sorting are driven by heterogeneity in sectors’ relative
demand over time, as well as changes in workers’ preferences. They also suggest the decreasing high school wage premium is driven mainly by an increase in the relative supply of high
school graduates to non-graduates.
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A

Data

I use Quadros de Pessoal, a matched employer-employee dataset provided by the Portuguese
National Institute (Instituto Nacional de Estatı́stica, INE). Quadros de Pessoal is issued
yearly from 1987 to 2017, based on firms declarations on their characteristics and their employees’. Both workers and firms are identified across time by a unique identifier.
I use information on firm industry, worker’s age and education level Industries are provided as “economic activity”, up to 3 digit level. Because of classification changes at the
2 and 3 digits level over time, I use the one digit level classification, to keep consistency
over the years. I exclude firms whose economic activity at the 1 digit level are unknown.
Worker education is provided as a 3 digits classification, out of which I aggregate 9 levels:
no schooling, primary schooling 1 (up to 10 years old), primary schooling 2 (up to 13 years
old), primary schooling 3 (up to 15 years old), completed high school, some higher education,
bachelor, masters and PhD. Worker age is used directly without further cleaning. I exclude
from the sample any worker whose education level of age is unknown (3.9% of observations
per year on average)
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I also use information on wages and number of hours worked. Wage is provided as a
average monthly earnings, that accounts for bonuses and extra hours earnings. Number of
hours is provided as the baseline number of hours in the contract, plus any extra hours
worked (averaged overt he year). I consider the sum of base and extra hours as my measure
for number of hours worked per month. I divide monthly wage by monthly hours to obtain
a measure of hourly wage, and deflate it. Real hourly wage is my final measure of wage. I
exclude from the sample any worker who has worked zero hours or earned zero wage over the
year (11.5% of observations per year on average). These are mainly, in my understanding,
workers on sick leave, maternity leave, or sabbatical that do not contribute to firm production in that year. I also exclude from the sample any workers who are strictly under 16 or
above 68 (the retirement age in Portugal)
Additionally, I exclude any observation with a missing or 0 worker ID (3.5% of observations per year on average). I am also faced with an issue of duplicate worker IDs which, even
though it is minor in the sample later years (about 4.8% of observations per year on average
from 2007 to 2017, including 0 IDs), it is much more serious in the earlier years (about 19%
of the sample in 1987, including 0 IDs). I suspect these to be encoding mistakes that relate to
actual different workers. Some can also be workers who hold two different jobs (for instance
an employee somewhere who also have a self-employed activity). Because I do not use the
panel aspect of the data, and therefore encoding mistakes in workers ID are not a problem
in my analysis, I keep most duplicates, only removing observations who appear more than
5 times in any given year (an average 6.1% of observations per year, less than 1% of the
dataset starting in 2007). I also exclude from the sample any worker who is self-unemployed,
in unpaid family care, or labelled under “other” employment contract (7.1% of observations
per year on average). The rationale behind not considering self-employed is that many of
self-employed workers actually work as consultants for a firm, with no way to link them.
Self-employed workers on their own represent about 1% of the dataset.
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B
B.1

Details on Empirical Facts
Wage levels by gender
Figure 9: Average wage by education level and age group - Men

Figure 10: Average wage by education level and age group - Women
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B.2

The university wage premium

The university wage premium is obtained through regressing the following equation:
log wijt =

X

1[University graduatei ] βai t + gi + rjt + djt + uijt

ai ∈{y,m,s}

Figure 11: University wage premium by age group

C

Proofs

Proposition 1
Proof. Let Z1 = maxy,k {uxyk + ξiyk } and Z2 = maxk {vyk + ξηjk }. The proof consists
 is
P P
uxyk
and
showing that Z1 follows a Gumbel distribution with expectation ξ log y k exp ξ
 
P
v
Z2 follows a Gumbel distribution with expectation ξ log k exp yk
.
ξ
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c − uxyk
P [Z1 ≤ c] =P iyk ≤
∀y, k
ξ

Y 
c − uxyk
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P iyk ≤
ξ
y,k



Y
uxyk − c
=
exp − exp
ξ
y,k


X
uxyk − c
⇒ log P [Z1 ≤ c] = −
exp
ξ
y,k
P


−c + log y,k exp (uxyk )
= − exp
ξ
And a similar reasoning shows:

P [Z2 ≤ c] = − exp

−c + log

P

k

exp (vyk )



ξ

Hence up to the Euler-Mascheroni
constant, Z1 follows a Gumbel distribution with ex

P P
uxyk
pectation ξ log y k exp ξ
and Z2 follows a Gumbel distribution with expectation
 
P
v
.
ξ log k exp yk
ξ
Proposition 2
Proof. Following McFadden (1974), Choo and Siow (2006), the probability that worker x
chooses option ȳ, k̄ is




P ȳ, k̄ = arg max uxyk + ξyk = P ξyk ≤ uxȳ,k̄ − uxyk + ξȳk̄ ∀y, k



Z Y
uxȳ,k̄ − uxyk + 
=
exp − exp
exp(−) exp (− exp(−)) d
ξ
y,k


u
exp xyk
ξ
P
=
u
1 + y,k exp( xyk
)
ξ
A similar derivation applied on the firm side.
Theorem 1 Based on Gretsky et al. (1992) and Galichon and Salanie (2020).
R
Proof. Consider the following problem over the sum of worker welfare i ui di and firm welfare
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R
j

vj dj:
Z
inf
u,v

s.t

Z
ui di +

vj dj

i

j

kx
X X
x

ui + vj ≥ Φyj k + ξ

kx
X X
x

i:xi =x

iyj k + ξηjk

∀k, j

(15)

i:xi =x

ui ≥ ξi0
Take any two u, v such that

P

(

x

kx uxyk + vyk ≥ Φyk and ux0 = 0 and define

ui = maxy,k {uxi yk + ξiyk }
vj = maxk {vyj k + ξηjk }

Then (u, v) satisfies (15)’s constraints.
Reciprocally, fix any ui , vj that satisfy the constraints in this problem and define
Let
(
uxyk = mini,xi =x {ui − ξiyk } and ux0 = 0
vyk = minj,yj =y {vj − ξηjk }
P
Then the constraint in problem (15) becomes x kx uxyk + vyk ≥ Φyk .
Applying the law of large numbers, we get that (15) is equivalent to
min

X

s.t

X

u,v

nx Gx (ux ) +

x

X

my Hy (vy )

y

kx uxyk + vyk = Φyk

∀k, y

(16)

x

ux0 = 0
By complementary slackness condition, solving problem (15) with uxyk = αxyk + wxyk and
P
x
vyk = γyk − x kx wxyk yields equilibrium wage. Equilibrium supply and demand Syk
= kx Dky
P
obtain as the Lagrange multiplier µyk on constraint x kx uxyk + vyk ≥ Φyk .

Proof. Theorem 2
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Rewrite problem (4) as saddle-point:
min max
u,v

X

µ
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X
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my Hy (vy )
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µyk
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−
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nx max
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+
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XX
x

y,k
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kx µyk X x
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µyk log
−
−
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nx
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my
x
y,k

!

where the last line is obtained through solving for G and H’s convex conjugates:
G∗x (µ) = max
u

Hy∗ (µ) = max
v

(
X kx µyk
y,k

nx

(
X µyk
y,k

my

uxyk +

S0x

)

ux0 − Gx (u)
nx
)

vyk − Hy (v) .

For which first order conditions are


 
uxyk
v
exp ξ
exp yk
ξ
kx µyk
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=P R
=R
and
u
v
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my
exp yk
exp xyk
dk
dk
y
ξ
ξ
Which ensures that µ is feasible, i.e. satisfies marginal conditions, otherwise the value of the
social planner problem is +∞.
Problem (5)’s objective function is strictly concave and the maximization set defined by
the marginal conditions (8) is compact. Therefore the maximum exists and is unique.
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D

Estimation

This section covers the details of log likelihood estimation. Subsection D.1 describes how to
data is processed into observed matchings and wages by firm type and workforce, subsection D.2 presents the gradient descent algorithm used for log likelihood maximization and
subsection D.3 provides details on log likelihood gradient computation.

D.1

Workforce Discretization

From Quadros de Pessoal, I build a workforce matched to each firm every year, by using
firm identifiers provided in the data. I weigh workers by their number of monthly hours
worked on average over ear, which is directly provided in the dataset. One full-time worker
is equivalent to 174 hours worked per month (which is a 40 hours week). If for instance a
= 1.03 full-time workers. The
worker has worked 180 hours per month, she counts as 180
174
distribution of firms by number of high school graduates and non graduates employed is
plotted in figure 12 in the periods 1987-1989 and 2016-2017. A firm is defined through a
distinct firm identifier-year combination. 12 shows a large majority of firms are small firms.
Many firms employ no high school graduates, especially at the start of the period: they
represent 75.9% of firms in 1987-1989, and 37.0% of firms in 2016-2017. In contrast, firms
who do not employ no high school graduates make up 2.6% and 26.4% of all firms, in 19871989 and 2016-2017 respectively. Firms who employ more than a thousand of workers at one
education level are excluded from the graph, but not from the estimation. They represent
234 firms in 1987-1989 and 206 firms in 2016-2017.
Figure 12: Firm distribution by number of high school graduates and non graduates employed
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Performing the estimation requires to compute observed matching µ̃yk and observed average wage W̃xyk by workforce k. The number of different observed workforces in the data
is very large: there are 96612 combinations in 1987-1989 and 69314 in 2016-2017. Max likelihood computation requires to evaluate µyk and wxyk on all observed workforces. To speed
up the max likelihood computation, I cluster observed workforces into a smaller number of
representative workforces. To do so, choose a number of bins B. For each worker type x,
split the interval between 0 and kxmax in B smaller intervals, where kxmax is the largest observed number of type x workers employed by a firm. For each worker type x, the procedure
yields B intervals, or clusters [0, kx1 ), . . . , [kxb−1 , kxb ), . . . , [kxB , kxmax ]. Each observed number of
worker x employed by a firm falls into one of these intervals. I assign each observed number
b−1
b
to a cluster. The representative number of workers for each cluster is kx −k2 x .
In the baseline estimation, B = 15. Intervals are split according to a logarithmic scale.
The number of observed clusters is reduced to 10359 in 1987-1989 and 21871 in 2016-2017. As
an illustration, figure 13 displays worker distribution across firms by type, and the clustering
of workforce.
Figure 13: Worker type distribution and clusters, 1987-1989

D.2

Adam Algorithm

Adam is a first-order gradient-based optimization algorithm. It belong to the family of algorithms with adaptive learning rates. Their main benefit is speed: they use information
given by the gradient to modify their learning rate, and hence improve convergence speed.
In particular, Adam uses momentum, i.e. an exponentially moving average of past gradients,
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at each iteration. It also uses bias correction. Adam was first introduced by Kingma and
Ba (2017). For a general presentation of the algorithm, see Goodfellow et al. (2016). The
algorithm applied to the present problem goes as follows:
Set decay rates ρ1 = .9, ρ2 = .999, step  = 1e − 2, stabilizer δ = 1e−8 and tolerance
tol = 1e−4 .
Initialize parameters to Γ0 , β0
Initialize moment variables s = 0, r = 0 and time step t = 0
∇ l(Γt ,βt ,n,m,s2t )
> tol
While max Γ,β
l(Γt ,βt ,n,m,s2t )

2
P P
Compute s2t = W1
K̃
W̃
−
w
(Γ
,
β
,
n,
m)
xyk
xyk
xyk
t
t
x
y,k
2
Compute g ← ∇Γ,β l(Γt , βt , n, m, st )
Update t ← t + 1
Update s ← ρ1 s + (1 − ρ1 )g and r ← ρ2 r + (1 − ρ2 )g g
r
s
Correct bias in first moment ŝ ← 1−ρ
t and second moment r̂ ← 1−ρt
1
2
ŝ
Compute update ∆ (Γ, β) = √r̂+δ
Apply update (Γt+1 , βt+1 ) ← (Γt , βt ) + ∆ (Γ, β)
end While

D.3

Likelihood gradient

Applying Adam requires to compute likelihood gradient ∇Γ,β l(Γt , βt , n, m, s2t ). Let ω ∈ (Γ, β)
be any of the parameters governing firm production or workers’ preferences. Log likelihood
differential with respect to ω is
∂ log µyk (Γ, β, n, m, s2 ) X x ∂ log S0x (Γ, β, n, m, s2 )
∂l(Γ, β, n, m, s2 ) X X
=
kx µ̃yk
+
S̃0
∂ω
∂ω
∂ω
x y,k
x

2
∂w
(Γ,β,n,m,s2 )
W̃xyk − xyk ∂ω
XX
−
K̃xyk
2s2
x y,k
Where
2

∂ log µyk (Γ, β, n, m, s )
1
P
=
∂ω
1 + x kx
∂

log S0x (Γ, β, n, m, s2 )

∂Ux
∂ω
∂ω
2
∂wxyk (Γ, β, n, m, s )
1
P
=
∂ω
1 + x kx

∂Ux ∂Vy
−
∂ω
∂ω

!

∂Φyk X ∂Ux ∂Vy
−
kx
−
∂ω
∂ω
∂ω
x

!

∂Φyk
−
∂ω

X
x

kx

=−
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−

∂αxyk ∂Ux
+
∂ω
∂ω

∂Φyk
∂ω
∂Vy
∂ω

∂α

xyk
and ∂ω
can be computed directly given their assumed functional forms.
solve the following linear equations:

X
y,k
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X
k

1+
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P
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1
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µyk

X
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and

Which are obtained by differentiating marginal conditions (8).

E

Counterfactuals
Table 4: Changes in Sorting in 16-34 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals

Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
5.18
33.39
12.31
44.96
22.05

Labor
supply
13
12.5
10.64
8.09
9.93

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
0.81
0.93
0.71
1.03
1.19
0.8
0.9
0.78
0.86
0.84
1.93
0.46
0.74
0.59
0.64

Table 5: Changes in Sorting in 35-54 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
4.26
27.24
10.08
65.55
18.73

Labor
supply
11.51
8.78
10.45
10.82
7.82
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Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
0.91
0.84
0.81
1.01
1.17
0.7
0.93
0.69
0.81
0.91
5.89
0.52
0.81
0.83
0.59

Table 6: Changes in Sorting in 55-68 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
2.87
14.69
4.43
32.83
7.27

Labor
supply
7.13
2.99
6.09
5.53
2.86

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
1.33
0.59
0.87
0.86
0.93
0.79
0.76
0.3
0.75
1.39
28.1
0.53
1
0.65
0.58

Table 7: Changes in Wage Premium in 16-34 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
-0.27
-0.56
-0.46
0.21
0.71

Labor
supply
-1.04
-1.15
-1.03
-1.07
-1.13

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
-0.64
0.38
-20.76
-0.33
0.12
-0.2
-0.67
0.14
-4.54
-0.52
1.18
0.14
-0.6
0.11
4.47

Table 8: Changes in Wage Premium in 35-54 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
-0.2
-0.15
-0.46
0.11
0.81

Labor
supply
-0.81
-1.02
-0.78
-0.85
-0.88

Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
-0.6
-0.24
46.31
-0.65
-0.27
0.23
-0.69
-0.45
39.02
-0.61
0.61
0.18
-0.7
-0.07
3.94

Table 9: Changes in Wage Premium in 55-68 age group - Predicted versus Counterfactuals
Industry
Agr., Mining, Energy, Constr.
Manufacturing
Retail, Hospitality
Transports, Communication
Services

1987-2017
change
-0.49
0.6
-0.17
-0.15
0.35

Labor
supply
5.35
13.56
5.76
5.79
4.82
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Industry Production Worker
composition parameters preferences
-1.9
-1.13
0.29
-4.65
-1.56
1.71
-2.35
-1.29
0.99
-1.4
-0.89
0.42
-1.72
-1.39
1.59

